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It's time for on eye awakening. Instantly reviving. shimmery
pink gels deliver o refreshing burst of hydration to tired eyes.
You'll see benefits by using these for just 20 minutes. twice o
week, making ·me· time o lot easier to find.
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THE BENEFITS ARE CLEAR
Clinically shown· to instantly boost skin
hydration.
Cool.
Soothe.
Help with the look of puffiness and dullness.
8 out of 10 women said .. they look forward
to using the patches.
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Open the jar and remove the protective disc.
Using the provided mini spatula, scoop out one crescent.
Place it on clean undereye skin. with the larger end of the
patch toward the outer eye and the smaller end toward the
nose.
Remove o second patch and repeat on the other eye.
Seal the jar by replacing the protective disc and tightly screw lid.
Absorb the benefits for 20 tranquil minutes. then remove
patches and discard.
Gently pot any excess formula into the skin.
Use twice weekly for best results.
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